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Having shown us how to master monsters in Edward’s Crochet Imaginarium and capture our

friends and family in Edward’s Crochet Doll Emporium, Kerry Lord is back with patterns for

everyone’s favourite pups in her new book Edward’s Menagerie: Dogs.Including patterns for 50

classic dog breeds, Kerry also shows you how to adapt the patterns so you can perfectly

capture your own furry best friend in crochet form.With step-by-step instructions for all the

basic crochet techniques needed, this book is perfect for all skill levels. Illustrated by irresistible

lifestyle photography featuring the crochet dogs alongside their real life muses, this book would

make a pawsome gift for crafters and devoted dog-lovers alike. The 50 classic dog breeds

featured include:Afghan Hound, Bedlington Terrier, Cocker Spaniel, Husky, Basset Hound,

German Shepherd, Scottie Dog, Weimaraner, Labrador, Poodle, Westie, Red Setter,

Staffordshire Bull Terrier, Pug, Dachshund, Dalmatian, Collie, Springer Spaniel, Schnauzer,

Chinese Crested, Old English Sheepdog, Shih Tzu, Boxer, Chihuahua, French Bulldog, Chow

Chow, English Bull Terrier, English Bulldog, Puli, Whippet, Dogue de Bordeaux, Samoyed,

Wolfhound, Pekingese, Border Terrier, Shar Pei, Lakeland Terrier, Corgi, American Water

Spaniel, Mudi, Rottweiler, Beagle, Mastiff and Newfoundland and more!

About the AuthorKerry Lord is the founder and creative director of the TOFT luxury yarn brand.

The yarn brand was born in September 2006, a product of the successful and established

family business, the Toft Alpaca Stud farm. Kerry is the author of Edward’s Crochet

Imaginarium and Edward’s Crochet Doll Emporium. She lives in Rugby, England, with her

husband, children, and dog.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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IntroductionEdward’s Menagerie Dogs is the result of two years’ worth of stopping strangers in

the park with ‘Excuse me, your dog is beautiful, what is it?’ then running away to write down

frantic notes involving various lengths of loop stitch and some crazy colour changing. My

intention was to choose and make fifty different breeds of dog with enough different types of

ears, tails and beards that a reader would have all the shapes available to make their own pet,

whether a preened show champion or a mix-and-match mongrel.Edward’s Menagerie began

with a desire to make a few toys for my unborn baby. Using a video tutorial, I mastered the

British double crochet stitch and found that, as a newbie crocheter (and converted knitter), I

had coined my own style of pattern writing. I intend this to be as clear as possible for a

beginner picking up a hook for the first time. I have split the projects into BEGINNER and

ADVANCED sections to help those new to this craft to learn as they go, and step-by-step

techniques have been included in the back of the book to give you everything you need to

master the next skill.Edward’s Menagerie has dominated my creativity for the last five years.

Although the focus started around making toys for a child, it has become so much more: it is

now a huge project spanning three books and including over three hundred different patterns

(of which these dogs will now make up a large proportion). I have been inspired by all the

different reasons that motivate people to learn to crochet one of #edsanimals, and am

continually invigorated by the often fun, but sometimes sad, stories of the people these animals

have been made for and how they have made a difference to their lives.The patterns in

Edward’s Menagerie Dogs are designed for you and your friends and family to enjoy; they are

for private use only, with the exception of charity fundraising. I sincerely hope you (and your

dogs!) enjoy the process of making from these patterns, and I really can’t wait to see pictures

of your real dogs with your crochet dogs on #edsdogs and #edsanimals.I’m still just as

addicted to making these animals as I have always been – and don’t worry, for now my list is

only growing longer!

How To Use This BookEdward’s Menagerie Dogs has been divided into two sections. The



BEGINNER patterns are suitable for someone coming to crochet for the very first time, and will

teach you all the basics. Once you have made one of these simpler projects you will very easily

be able to tackle one of the ADVANCED ones, mastering a couple of other techniques such as

LOOP STITCH or colour changing. I must emphasise that all of the techniques used in the

book are easy. The only thing that makes some of them very demanding is the discipline

involved in accurately counting your way through the pattern.BeginnerDogs using one colour

and only chain, slip stitch and double crochet stitches. You will need to refer to the STITCHES

(see here) if learning to crochet from the very beginning.AdvancedDogs using LOOP STITCH

or colour changing, and in most cases a combination of both. Byron the Shar Pei (see here)

has its very own special technique for adding the folds of skin, which, although time

consuming, is once again quite a simple process once you get your head around the

instructions.The dogs in Edward’s Menagerie are all a family and thus share common body

shapes. You will need to refer to the STANDARD FORM page when making any of the projects

from the book (see here). This page has a black coloured edge to help you find it easily when

moving from the front to the back of the book. The standard form shapes are short and simple;

after you have made one animal you will be alarmed by how quickly you start to memorise

them!To keep the patterns as short and concise as possible I have committed all the stuffing

and sewing up instructions to here, unless they are very specific or particular to a part. The

general finishing techniques, including the order of sewing on parts, as well as tips on adding

eyes, ears, noses and tails, can be found on here. I am not a believer in stuffing the parts as I

go along, as I find I sometimes then end up working bits of stuffing into my stitches; I make all

the parts ‘deflated’ and then stuff at the end before sewing.

You Will NeedTo make just one – or indeed all – of the dogs in this book the requirements list is

the same:• Yarn quantities in appropriate colours and thicknesses (see YARN CHOICES, here

and SIZING, here)• One hook in an appropriate size to the yarn being used (see YARN SIZES,

here)• Stuffing material• Black contrast yarn for sewing on eyes and noses• Wool needle for

sewing up• ScissorsYarn coloursThe dogs in this book have been made using a palette of

twelve natural colours. The TOFT range of yarns is perfect for making animals, as they give a

full spectrum of natural shades, which will be perfect for the vast majority of dogs. My

experience over the last year of making these dogs is that settling on a colour can sometimes

be quite difficult if trying to make a real dog you know. See here for further advice on pet

portraits.TOFT shades, pictured opposite, from top to bottom: Cream, Oatmeal, Silver, Shale,

Camel, Stone, Fudge, Chestnut, Mushroom, Cocoa, Steel, Charcoal.Materials for stuffingI

have always chosen to stuff my crochet with a synthetic high-loft polyester toy stuffing, despite

their 100% natural luxury outer. Rather than being a contradiction, early experiments with

natural wool stuffing taught me that over time this can become compacted and lumpy, which

leads to misshapen toys.WashingUsing a high-loft polyester toy stuffing ensures that your

projects are fully washable on a cold cycle in your machine. Using any type of additional

stuffing, such as sand, pellets or beans, will make the dogs unwashable; they would need to be

surface sponge cleaned instead.SafetyYour dog will only be as child-safe as you make it, so

don’t skimp on the stitches when sewing up. I sew all the way around the edges of any part I

am attaching and give it a good tug to ensure it will never come back off. If opting to use safety

eyes, buttons or beads, please be aware that these should not be used on a toy for a child

under three years of age; you should embroider the eyes on instead (see here). The lustrous

over-dyed Black yarn in the TOFT spectrum is perfect for adding the eyes.



Yarn SizesThe standard Edward’s Menagerie dog is worked in a Double Knitting (DK) weight

yarn on a 3mm hook. This standard size is the one that I find most enjoyable to work in, and

has become the most popular size that my patterns are made in, because the resulting animal

is the perfect scale for a child to play with or to sit on a shelf or desk as an adult mascot. The

beauty of these patterns and this style of crochet is that to make your dogs bigger or smaller

you can swap your yarn and hook size and the resulting projects will scale up and down

perfectly. My advice would be that complete beginners should start with the standard or thicker

yarn so that the stitches are easy to see and work. Save making adorable miniatures until

you’ve got a couple of big ones under your belt!

About TOFT YarnEdward’s Menagerie was inspired by TOFT yarn, and all of the dogs in this

book have been created in TOFT’s pure wool DK yarn.I have had the pleasure of selecting,

designing and manufacturing luxury yarns for the past ten years, and Edward’s Menagerie

Dogs has been crocheted entirely in TOFT yarn. TOFT yarns are luxury, quality, natural fibres

manufactured to my distinctive specifications here in the UK. When crocheted in TOFT yarns

the projects are supple and soft but with a closed fabric to hide the stuffing inside.If you are

seeing holes in your fabric when working the patterns, swap your hook size down half a

millimetre. Likewise, if your work is too solid and you are finding the stitches hard to work then

swap up. The tension measurements on here are approximate and measured over a standard

double crochet stitch worked in a spiral.Using top-quality natural fibres not only ensures a

beautiful finish, but guarantees that these dogs will get better and better with every hug and it

is a pleasure to make every stitch.

Edwards Menagerie derek ruscin, Edwards Menagerie normandy invasion, Edwards

Menagerie Minnesota Vikings
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Teresa Swenson, “This is actually a plus because the basic patterns are easy to follow.
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Edward's Menagerie: Dogs arrived as stated. That there are 50 different dog patterns included

is a little misleading. There are several basic body/head patterns that are interchanged with

various stitches to create different dogs. This is actually a plus because the basic patterns are

easy to follow. Adding the embellishments and the unique stitches create the different breeds.”

OceanDreamer, “Really adorable and fun!. (Not happy with amazons quality on this one. my

book showed up a little beat up on the edges which was a bummer since I ordered new)But,I

just love this book! Im very new to crochet, (literally a few months in) but I’ve seen her books

over the past few years and hoped one day I’d be able to read crochet patterns. I finally took

the leap when I needed a pattern to make a poodle.I’ve seen some reviews stating they were

upset that the dogs body shape was the same and that the breeds were all variations on it... I

think that’s pretty obvious from the photos, so that was no surprise to me, and actually

something i was looking for. It’s much less daunting to get familiar with all the basic parts and

just change up the details.I did struggle a little reading some parts of the pattern. but again, I

am new to crochet, and I’ve only ever read one other crochet pattern book and tested it, (right

before I bought this one) so it May just be a learning curve. I just don’t find it as easy to read

as the other author I have. That being said, new as I am, after a few tries I was able to figure it

out on my own. So you don’t need to be an expert for this book. She has the book split up into

beginner and advanced patterns. I love all the photos and sections of explanation. Also, even

though this book is UK, I haven’t found yet a teason to translate her terms into US like I have

had to do in my other UK pattern book.. My children are already asking for her birds version of

this, and her monsters one. So I have a feeling this is just the start of something.”

Suzanne Barker, “Cute patterns. As long as you make a couple of adjustments from UK

instructions, these are clear and easy to make. I had to use a smaller hook as my first dog had

to many gaps and you could see the stuffing. Second one worked great”

Lizzy, “So very cute and easy to follow. I got it for the German shepherd but not exactly

impressed with that particular pattern, however many of the other dogs are simply adorable.

The patterns are easy to follow and yes, the bodies are mostly the same, which I’ve seen

complaints of, but really, who cares? The dogs all look different and many are spot on in

cuteness and likeness. Actually found one that I absolutely had to make for a family member

who lost their 3 legged pup to cancer last year and they were so pleased with it.”

Ø<ß8HanØ<ß8, “Easily adaptable!. I REALLY like this book. It gives a really simple pattern for each breed

that is so easily adaptable to make a custom dog that looks like your very own best friend! I've

adapted the Len the Springer and interchanged parts from the cocker and red water spaniel

patterns to make a Cocker spaniel that looks like my brothers dog and I adapted the Hollie the

Staffie pattern to look like my beautiful dog that passed away. I have also made the dogs as are

in the patterns for children as they love them simple and cuddly :) I am going to buy some of

the other books because I have fallen in love with the way these look! For those who are

struggling with the sewing and assembly, if you go to TOFT's website they have a free pdf

download with all the technical instructions there.”

Ruth, “Battersea in Wool 'd. I only discovered crochet in the last few months of lockdown (pretty

much 18mths solid when you live up North!!) so was delighted to find there were specific

crochet books with patterns in them. This was the first pattern book I bought and it saved what

was left of my sanity.I can only describe it as the crafting equivalent of crack cocaine



(Disclaimer: I've never actually had crack cocaine, but I imagine this to be the case!) Pictured

are my first 4 experimental efforts, but I've also given a further 3 away as gifts to various

friends which has generated enough requests to see me through a plague of locusts and a

stint on Noah's Ark.Clear instructions in the book, good explanations of any more complex

stitches, graded difficulty in the patterns and the opportunity to mix and match ears and heads

if you're attempting to create a 'Heinz 57' designer dog. (Why did so many people buy puppy

breeds ending in 'chon' or 'poo' during lockdown?!). The other really good thing is that it's

spiral bound so when you find your pattern the book stays open on the page for as long as you

need it to. (It's all in the detail!)In essence, buy this book and you'll never be short of a gift to

convey how much you hold your friends and loved ones in mind when you are apart.Footnote:

If dogs aren't your thing (why are you reading this?!), the 'New Collection' book is also very

good. I haven't made anything from it yet, but its the same style and lay out as the dogs book

and there's loads of lovely animals to choose from that you wouldn't normally see. Once I've

finished 'Battersea-in-Wool' I'm looking forward to making a Christmas moose or reindeer.”

The book by Kerry Lord has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 993 people have provided feedback.
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